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February 21,2020 • File on: Mac Tutorials Using Nitro Pro Edit. Share, create, and convert all kinds of PDFs. You can easily get Nitro PDF Pro for your Windows computer to edit all types of data in the PDF file. However, there is no version of mac available. Fortunately for Mac users
(including macOS 10.15 Catalina), we've outlined the best Nitro PDF for Mac alternatives – including PDFelement Pro for editing, sharing, signing, and converting PDFs. How to edit and convert PDFs using Nitro PDF Alternative to editing and converting PDFs to Mac (macOS 10.15
Catalina), PDFelement ProPDFelement Pro is an ideal alternative to Nitro PDF. With this professional Mac PDF editor and converter, you can not only convert PDFs to formats such as text, Word, PowerPoint, Excel, HTML, EPUB, RTF, etc., in simple steps, but also edit PDFs with a variety
of editing tools such as Retouching, Add Text, Highlight, Underline, Strikethrough, Pencil, Sticky Note, Arrow and many more. You only need a few simple steps to convert or edit PDFs on your Mac with PDFelement Pro. Step 1. Run PDFelement Pro Run this Nitro for Mac alternative and
import PDF files by clicking open file. Its main functions include PDF editing, PDF conversion, PDF creation, PDF combining, batch processing, and PDF template. Step 2. Edit PDF with Nitro Pro Alternative for Mac Edit Text and Images with Nitro Pro Alternative for Mac. To edit PDF text,
click the Text button on the top toolbar, and then double-click any text to start typing. Click the Picture button to click the picture and delete it by pressing Delete on the keyboard or simply moving it to a new position. Click (double-click) to see more options. Step 3. Convert PDF with Nitro
PDF Alternative Click 'Tool' &gt; 'Batch Process' &gt; 'PDF Converter' to the active tool window, and you will get a new window to import PDF files by dragging PDF files into the program. To select multiple PDFs, click the Add Files button in the lower-left window, and then select the files
you want to convert. Set the output format for PDF documents. And enter the pages you want to convert, and then click Apply to start conversion. Note: This Nitro PDF equivalent for Mac also converts encrypted PDFs. For PDFs that are protected from copying and printing, the conversion
restriction is automatically removed. For open-password PDFs, when you add them to the app, click the Lock Left icon and enter a password to unlock them before you start the conversion. Step 4. Enable OCR pdf editing or conversion feature This Nitro Pro for Mac alternative comes with
accurate OCR technology for capturing scanned PDFs for conversion and editing. When you import a scanned PDF file, you receive a message that lets you select the right language and perform OCR recognition. Alternatively, you can click Perform OCR in the upper right corner of the
interface. In this way, you can convert PDF into an editable document. After the influx of 'Nitro PDF Alternative', this PDF software took pdf value software to a new level. Thousands of entrepreneurs and customers around the world are using PDFelement Pro to come across the benefits of
this exclusive software. For Mac users, PDFelement Pro Mac is highly accessible and converts PDFs into easily editable formats. Key features of the Nitro PDF for Mac alternative: Edit PDFs as easily as Word files and keep the original formatting. Easily mark and mark PDFs with a few
useful tools. Convert PDFs to word, excel, ppt, epub, and other formats. Edit and convert scanned PDFs with advanced OCR features. Secure PDFs with watermarks, signatures, and passwords. Need to create Adobe Acrobat PDF documents on your Mac? Portable Document Format
(PDF) has been designed as a way to distribute information ly while maintaining the original formatting and layout of the page. The document should look the same on any computer, making it ideal for sharing the content you need to look right. The problem is that while everyone can read
PDFs using the free Adobe Acrobat Reader, you need Adobe Acrobat Pro to create a PDF, and it's incredibly expensive. The good news is that Nitro PDF is only half the price, and includes most of the features you need in an easy-to-use package. It's an incredibly popular PDF editor for
Windows, but unfortunately not available for Mac.Co apple user can do? Read about the list of capable alternatives. What can Nitro PDF do for Windows users? But first, why is there such a fuss about it? What does Nitro PDF do for those Windows users? Nitro PDFs can create PDFs from
scratch, or by converting an existing document, say, a Word or Excel file. Can convert scanned documents to PDF. This is useful because portable document format is the closest thing we have to digital paper. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) recognizes text in a scanned image so
your PDFs are searchable. Nitro PDF allows you to edit the PDF. You'll never think of a PDF being read-only again. Add and change text, copy new content from a Word document, move a picture or switch it to another, add and rearrange pages, and permanently redact text. It also allows
you to mark and annotate PDF files for your own reference and study, and when working with others. Highlight points of interest, scrimmy notes, provide feedback, and sketch ideas. All notes are traceable to allow versioning. You can also use Nitro PDF to create PDF forms. This is a
common way of doing business. They allow your customers to access important forms online and fill them out inconveniently. Nitro Pro can create fillable forms from scratch or convert one that you created in another application, say Word or Excel. These can be easily digitally using a
standard PDF reader and even allow you to collect electronic signatures. Nitro PDF allows you to convert PDFs to other file formats. It is this convert files one by one or the entire collection, preserving layout and formatting. Microsoft Office formats are supported, as are popular
COMPUTER-Aided Design (CAD) formats .7 Nitro PDF Alternatives for Mac1 users. PDFelementPDFelement makes it easy to create, edit, tag, and convert PDFs. The application feels capable, stable and surprisingly easy to use. It has achieved a good balance between cost, ease of use,
and a comprehensive set of features, and we have named it the winner in our best PDF review editor. Most users will get with the features of the standard version (from $79), while the professional version (from $129) is even more capable. Read our full review of pdfelement.2. PDF Expert
for Mac If you value speed and ease of use through a comprehensive set of features, then I recommend Readdle PDF Expert. It's the fastest and most intuitive app I've tried while maintaining the basic PDF tags and editing features that most people need. Its annotation tools let you
highlight, take notes, and dooche, and its editing tools let you correct text and change or edit images. We named it the fastest and easiest in our PDF editor review and it costs $79.99. Read our full expert review in PDF.3 format. Smile PDFpenPDFpen is a popular Mac-only PDF editor and
offers the features that most people need in an attractive interface. I liked using the app, but it's not as responsive as PDF Expert, not as powerful as PDFelement and costing more than both. But it's definitely a strong and reliable option for Mac users. The standard PDFpen version for mac
costs $74.95 and provides basic features. If you need to create PDF forms or appreciate more export options, consider the Pro version, which costs $124.95. Read our full review of PDFpen.4. Able2Extract ProfessionalAble2Extract Professional is about converting PDFs to other formats.
Although it is able to edit and mark PDFs (but not as well as other PDF editors), its real strength lies in the strong export and conversion of PDFs. It is able to export PDFs to Word, Excel, OpenOffice, CSV, AutoCAD and others, and the exports are of high quality and preserve the original
PDF formatting and layout. Being the best in class at converting PDFs, the app is not cheap, costing $149.99 per license. But if you're only converting files for a limited time, the $34.95 monthly subscription app is definitely worth a look at. Read our full review of Able2Extract.5. ABBYY
FineReaderABBYY FineReader is a well-known PDF editor for Mac and Windows and has been around for some time. The company began developing its own OCR technology in 1989 and is widely recognized as the best in the industry. If your priority is accurate text recognition in scanned
documents, FineReader is the best choice and many languages other than English are supported. Being the best in class at converting PDFs, the app is not cheap, costing $149.99 per license. But if you are converting only for a limited time, the app is $34.95 per month definitely worth a
look. Apple users should be aware that the Mac version lags behind the Windows version by several versions and lacks many of the latest features. Read our full review of ABBYY FineReader.6. Adobe Acrobat DC Pro If you're a Creative Cloud subscriber, chances are you're already paying
for Adobe Acrobat DC Pro, a standard PDF editing program created by the company that invented the format. It is designed for those who need the most comprehensive set of features and are willing to commit to learning how the program works. But if you're not an Adobe subscriber, all this
power comes at a price: subscriptions cost at least $179.88 per year. Read our full review of Acrobat Pro.7. The Apple Preview app also lets you tag PDFs, fill out forms, and sign them. The Tag toolbar contains icons for sketching, drawing, adding shapes, writing text, adding signatures, and
adding pop-up notes. So what should you do? The good news is that there are plenty of alternatives for Mac users who want to create their own PDFs. We believe the best PDF editor is PDFelement. It's easy to use, offers a choice of versions with different capabilities, and is significantly
cheaper than Nitro PDF. But that's not your only option. Those who appreciate a simpler application should consider Readdle PDF Expert, the fastest and most intuitive PDF editor I've used. Or, if optical character recognition is your priority, ABBYY FineReader delivers the best results, and
the app with the most flexible export options is Able2Extract Professional.Only you know which application will best suit your needs. Read our best PDF Editor roundup and create a shortlist, then download the trial version to evaluate yourself. Yourself.
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